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java vs scala why should i learn scala toptal - should you learn scala there s no simple answer to the scala vs java
debate but this article will try to explain what it takes to become a scala developer, the scala programming language seamless java interop scala runs on the jvm so java and scala stacks can be freely mixed for totally seamless integration,
learn lightbend technologies choose a learning path - scala scala is the functional and object oriented programming
language that makes lightbend reactive and helps developers write code that s more concise than other options so apps are
less costly to maintain and easier to evolve, eclipse downloads the eclipse foundation - the eclipse foundation home to a
global community the eclipse ide jakarta ee and over 350 open source projects including runtimes tools and frameworks,
functional programming for java developers tools for - functional programming for java developers tools for better
concurrency abstraction and agility dean wampler on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers software development
today is embracing functional programming fp whether it s for writing concurrent programs or for managing big data where
does that leave java developers, apache spark 2 x for java developers explore big data at - apache spark 2 x for java
developers explore big data at scale using apache spark 2 x java apis kindle edition by sourav gulati sumit kumar download
it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while
reading apache spark 2 x for java developers explore big data at scale using apache spark 2 x java apis, intellij idea the
java ide for professional developers by - capable and ergonomic java ide for enterprise java scala kotlin and much more,
scala programming language wikipedia - scala s k l skah lah is a general purpose programming language providing
support for functional programming and a strong static type system designed to be concise many of scala s design
decisions aimed to address criticisms of java scala source code is intended to be compiled to java bytecode so that the
resulting executable code runs on a java virtual machine, scala for java refugees part 3 methods and statics code - at
the risk of going on a tangent it s worth pointing out the seemingly out of place import statement within the guessage
method i mentioned in the first post that scala s import is far more powerful than java s, is there a good gnupg encryption
library for java scala - i would like to be able to encrypt files on disk and or data in memory using gnupg from a java
application if possible i d like to avoid having to make system calls out to the gpg command line to, 5 good books to learn
java 8 functional programming - that s all in this list of a couple of good books to learn java 8 i have learned a lot from
java se 8 for really impatient book and this is my first book to every java developer to start with, java online courses
classes training tutorials on lynda - learn how to program in java using online video tutorials the expert instructors at
lynda com will teach you how to use jdbc to integrate mysql databases along with advanced java code tips, apache spark
on amazon emr amazon web services aws - apache spark natively supports java scala and python giving you a variety of
languages for building your applications also you can submit sql or hiveql queries to apache spark using the spark sql
module, java programming language wikipedia - java is a general purpose computer programming language that is
concurrent class based object oriented and specifically designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible it
is intended to let application developers write once run anywhere wora meaning that compiled java code can run on all
platforms that support java without the need for recompilation, 24 etl tools for java developers data pipeline - etl is a
process for performing data extraction transformation and loading the process extracts data from a variety of sources and
formats transforms it into a standard structure and loads it into a database file web service or other system for analysis
visualization machine learning etc, what s new in intellij idea jetbrains developer tools - java 11 intellij idea 2018 2
brings support for the upcoming java 11 the ide now supports local variable syntax for lambda parameters according to the
jep 323 so you can use the var keyword in lambda expressions learn more, 5 things you didn t know about
synchronization in java and - 5 things you didn t know about synchronized methods in java and scala learn about
synchronization code blocks spin locks synchronized object and more, big data analysis with scala and spark coursera big data analysis with scala and spark from cole polytechnique f d rale de lausanne manipulating big data distributed over a
cluster using functional concepts is rampant in industry and is arguably one of the first widespread industrial uses, otn
articles about java technology oracle - java me 8 raspberry pi sensors iot world part 1 september 2014 learn how to
connect sensors to the raspberry pi and control them with java, event driven architecture using scala docker amazon the key to developing a highly scalable architecture is to decouple functional parts of an application in the context of an
event driven architecture those functional parts are single purpose event processing components microservices in this blog
post we will show you how to build a microservice using scala akka scalatra the aws sdk for java and docker, scala scale

file scl format huygens fokker - this page is intended for developers of music software who wish to support reading or
writing of scala scale scl files this file format for musical tunings is a standard for exchange of scales owing to the size of the
scale archive of over 4000 scales and the popularity of the scala program with the file s human readable format it s also
useable for including scales in e mail or, learning scala web development linkedin - note learning scala web development
was created by packt publishing it was originally released on 5 30 2016 we are pleased to host this training in our library
embark on an exciting journey, developer tutorials sdks for building realtime apps pubnub - pubnub developer tutorials
and sdks including javascript objective c ios android ruby java php and more build your realtime app using pubnub data
streaming technology, github josephmisiti awesome machine learning a curated - for a list of free machine learning
books available for download go here for a list of mostly free machine learning courses available online go here for a list of
blogs on data science and machine learning go here for a list of free to attend meetups and local events go here
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